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SUMMARY
1. Hybrid sweet corn varieties are rapidly replacing open- 
pollinated varieties for canning and for market garden­
ing. Descriptions of experimental hybrids have been 
eliminated in this publication. Only the commercial hy­
brids tested and adapted to Iowa are included.
2. The number of new hybrids is increasing rapidly, and 
frequent trials are essential by public and private agencies 
to determine their adaptability and quality.
3. It has been established definitely that good hybrid sweet 
com strains will yield more than open-pollinated varieties.
4. Increased uniformity in maturity, size of ear and height 
of ear placement on stalks, is of more importance to the 
canner than increased yields.
5. Quality of the canned product should determine mainly 
the selection of a hybrid for canning, since several hy­
brids are adapted to any canning area in the state.
6. Most of the strains of hybrid seed tested which were sold 
to Iowa canners for 1939 planting were satisfactory.
7. For 3 years, the time of planting from May 1 to June 15 
produced no consistent differences in yields of early to 
midseason hybrids. June plantings of late hybrids were 
reduced in yield.
8. The time required to reach maturity is greater with early 
plantings than with late plantings of the same hybrid 
and should be taken into consideration by the canner in 
planting his acreage to insure an orderly succession of 
prime canning ears at the factory.
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Sweet Com Hybrids1
By
E. S. H aber
Sweet corn is one of the important horticultural crops of 
Iowa. With the exception of potatoes, the acreage planted 
and total value of the crop exceeds any other horticultural 
crop grown. It has been estimated that 95 percent of the 
sweet corn grown in the United States is used for canning, and 
no doubt this percentage would be about the same for Iowa.- 
The acreage grown in any one year in Iowa depends largely 
on the price the canner received for the canned product the 
previous year and the carry-over of canned sweet com from 
the previous year’s pack. Low prices and large stocks on 
hand one year cause curtailment in acreage and pack in the 
following year. In table 1 the acreage and yields are given 
for 1929-38 inclusive. Between 1920 and 1928, larger acre­
ages were grown, and Iowa was often the leading state in the 
production of sweet com for commercial canning, but other 
states, more favorably situated with respect to markets and 
cooler weather during the harvesting period, have offered 
serious competition to the Iowa canners in late years.
In 1828, the seed of one variety of sweet corn was offered 
in this country. Today, open-pollinated varieties and hybrids 
have increased the number of available stocks to many hun­
dreds. Because of the large number of sweet corn hybrids, 
the canner and market gardener is confronted with the diffi­
cult problem of choice. The present trend indicates that 
canners will supplant open-pollinated strains with hybrids 
almost entirely in the near future. Increases in yields, rang­
ing 30 percent or more, are obtained from hybrids. Uni­
formity of ear size and maturity of ears give hybrids a 
distinct advantage to the canner because of the increase in 
percentage of usable corn per ton of snapped ears. Some
1 P roject 293 o f  the Iow a A gricu ltural E xperim ent Station
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Fig. 1. Open-pollinated Country Gentleman. Total ears from 10 hills.
hybrids exhibit considerable tolerance to short periods of 
heat and drouth. Larger and deeper root systems enable 
many hybrids to withstand wind storms. More uniform 
placement of ears aids in determining proper maturity for 
harvesting and makes harvesting easier. Resistance to a 
specific disease such as bacterial wilt has been developed in
6
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TABLE 1. SW EET CORN FOR M A N UFACTURE IN  IOW A (B A SE D  ON 
ESTIM ATES OF T H E U N IT E D  STATES B U R E A U  OF AG RICULTURAL
ECONOMICS).
Tear A creage
Y ield  per acre (ton )  
(corn in the husk)
1929 50,000 2.5
1930 55,000 2.01931 53,800 2.31932 6,800 2.51933 18,700 2.21934 27,000 1.91935 48,000 2.21936 37,500 1.11937 54,300 2.11938 33,000 2.5
10-year average_________]_______38,400_______|______  2.1
certain hybrids, such as Golden Cross and Ioana. Some are 
less susceptible to damage by corn-ear worms.
Not all hybrids are good under all conditions. Some hy­
brids developed in the Middlewest have not proved satis­
factory in the East. Some of the eastern hybrids, particu­
larly those developed in the New England states, are not
Fig. 2. logent 27. Photo taken at the dry seed stage. Total ears 
from 10 hills. Compare with photo of open-pollinated Country Gentle­
man, fig. 1.
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adapted to Corn Belt conditions, perhaps because of the 
higher temperatures and lower humidity prevailing in the 
Corn Belt. Although the plants of a poor hybrid may be 
uniform, they may be uniformly poor. Hybrids are often 
adapted to definite regions, and a specific hybrid should be 
used only in that locality where it is known to be adapted. 
On the other hand, the sweet corn breeders have tried to 
develop and distribute hybrids having rather wide adapta­
bility. A hybrid only locally adapted is not profitable to a 
seedsman, since it places too narrow a limit on his market for 
seed. Hybrids adapted to specific soil types and degrees of 
fertility may not be satisfactory to a canner, because many 
soil variations are present in a given locality. For example, 
the writer developed a single-cross Evergreen hybrid, sensa­
tional in appearance and of good quality. The soil was heavy 
and very fertile. This same hybrid when grown 2 miles east 
of Ames on a light sandy loam of average fertility was little 
better than open-pollinated Evergreen. In several localities 
in Iowa the same contrast occurred. When requirements are 
so extremely exacting, it is very doubtful if such a hybrid 
should be introduced.
For the home and market garden the use of open-pollinated 
varieties may be preferable, since the number of days that 
the corn may be picked in prime condition for table use is 
much longer than with a hybrid. For canning purposes the 
reverse of this is true, since the canner cannot afford to make 
several pickings from the same field. However, the sweet 
corn breeders are trying to develop hybrids which will re­
main in the edible and canning stage for a longer period of 
time.
In a survey made by the National Canners Association 
among 50 canners in all the principal sweet corn growing 
regions, it was found that the first planting of hybrid corn by 
a canner was 6 acres in New York in 1926. In 1931, Iowa 
led all states in the use of hybrid sweet corn for canning. 
Our more progressive canners are using it, although less than 
one-half of the acreage planted in Iowa is hybrid. No doubt, 
the reluctance of producers in using hybrid sweet corn is 
due to the absence, to date, of an outstanding Evergreen
8
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hybrid and because of poor results with strains or varieties 
brought in from other regions. Some prefer to use their own 
seed stocks which are known to be locally adapted.
SELECTION OF INBRED LINES
The selection of inbred lines for the production of hybrids 
is of great importance. Since most of the sweet corn hybrids 
are single-cross hybrids, the inbred used as the female or 
seed parent should have large ears, in order to produce high 
seed yields. Of course, the major factors, such as ability 
to transmit quality, disease resistance, yield, vigor, etc., also 
must be taken into consideration. If the inbred strain used 
as the seed parent bears very small ears, the production of the 
hybrid seed is expensive. Likewise the inbred line used as the 
seed parent should be free of tillers, if possible, to reduce the 
cost of detasseling. The development of suckerless inbreds 
in late sweet corn is much simpler than in early sweet corn. 
Practically all of the early, open-pollinated varieties have 
many suckers, making it difficult to obtain suckerless lines
Fig. 3. A single-cross Evergreen hybrid with stalks as tall as field 
corn. This is a cross of Evergreen inbreds 1363 x 1126 which has not 
been released as it is adapted only to highly fertile central Iowa soils.
9
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by inbreeding such material. The male or pollen parent in- 
bred must shed abundant pollen or a poor “set of seed” oc­
curs on the seed inbred. Inbred lines which “tassel fire” 
during short periods of heat and drouth are undesirable as 
the pollen parent.
PRODUCTION AND MAINTENANCE OF INBRED SEED
1. Hand-pollinated seed of the inbreds for the production 
of a new hybrid should be procured when possible. The seed 
of the inbreds should be planted for increase in isolated fields.
2. The inbreds should be rogued for off-type plants before 
pollen is shed, since contamination of hand-pollinated stocks 
occasionally occurs. 3. The sibbed inbred seed can be used 
for production of the single-cross commercial hybrid in an 
isolated plot the following year. In detasseling blocks for 
commercial production of single-cross hybrid seed, the inbreds 
planted should not have been increased through sibbing in iso­
lated plots more than once from hand-pollinated seed. Many of 
the stocks of commercial hybrid seed contain too many rogues, 
because inbreds used in detasseling fields are too many gen­
erations removed from hand-pollinated seed. As few as 50 
to 75 hand-pollinations of an inbred, such as 45, P39, 1612, 
1445 or 60, will produce enough seed for an acre in an in­
crease plot. An acre in the increase plot will produce at least 
800 to 1,000 pounds of seed if weather conditions are normal. 
Less vigorous inbreds may produce less seed than this. Hand- 
pollinations for future use can be made each year in the in­
crease plot.
How far should we isolate to prevent contamination ? This 
question has never been answered satisfactorily. For certi­
fication in Iowa the same standards have been adopted as 
those used for the certification of hybrid field corn, i. e., 40 
rods from other corn tasseling at the same time. Where 
there is abundant pollen shed by the tassel parent in a de­
tasseling block, and where silking of the ear parent occurs 
at the same time, 40 rods appear to be satisfactory. If the 
tassel parent does not shed pollen abundantly, greater distance 
should be used to prevent contamination.
In using two inbreds to produce commercial hybrid seed the 
planting ratio should be 2 rows of the seed parent to 1 tas-
10
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sel row. With well-tiistributed rainfall during the growing 
season a 3:1 ratio might be satisfactory, but since the weather 
is unpredictable it is much safer to use a 2:1 planting ratio. 
It must be remembered that sweet corn does not shed pollen 
as abundantly as field corn, and the pollen is more easily 
destroyed by heat and drouth, making a 2:1 ratio even more 
advisable.
Seed of the inbred from the tassel rows should not be used 
again as the tassel parent, and it is not advisable to use it as 
the female parent again if high quality seed is expected.
MARKET FOR HYBRID SWEET CORN SEED
The production of hybrid sweet corn seed requires a greater 
degree of technical skill, closer supervision and far more 
scientific control than the production of open-pollinated seed. 
Many individuals and seed companies are capable of pro­
ducing good hybrid sweet corn seed, but finding a market 
for the product is a big problem. Most of the hybrid sweet 
corn seed sold in the state is bought by the canning com­
panies. Several canners produce their own hybrid seed, but 
most of them buy it from large wholesale seed companies 
who also handle other vegetable seeds used by the canners. 
The margin of profit on sweet corn seed is small because of 
competition between the large seed companies. An individ­
ual or seed firm starting the production and sale of hybrid 
sweet corn seed only will find it difficult to sell to canners. 
The large seed company has peas, beans, tomatoes, etc. to 
sell which generally have a larger margin of profit. Local 
demand among gardeners is small because of small acreage 
or “patches” planted. The big outlet in Iowa must be to 
the canners. The above statement is not made with the 
thought of discouraging anyone from starting in the produc­
tion of hybrid sweet corn seed but to point out that the 
market is limited and highly competitive.
NOMENCLATURE
Several systems are now in use for naming sweet com 
hybrids. As the number of hybrids available increases, the 
identity of the source of the hybrid or originator of the
11
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hybrid will become more obscure. The use of a specific 
name for a hybrid such as Tendergold is followed by some 
breeders. The use of a symbol to denote the origin such as 
Kingscrost J9 or Iogent 27 has much to recommend it. Kings- 
crost is a trade name the Northrup, King & Company uses, 
and all of their hybrids have the prefix Kingscrost plus a 
number—such as Kingscrost J9. The prefix “Io” is used by 
the Vegetable Crops Subsection of the Iowa Agricultural 
Experiment Station for sweet corn hybrids originated by 
them, such as Iogent, Iogold and Iogreen. The disadvantage 
of such a system lies in the confusion of numbers if too many 
hybrids are introduced by the same agency. For example, 
Kingscrost J9 and Kingscrost E5 are now in use. If a large 
number of Kingscrost hybrids are introduced with only a num­
ber suffix, it may be difficult for the trade to remember the 
type of sweet corn represented by the number.
Large numbers have been used, such as Yellow Hybrid 
5003. A number of hybrids from the same source bearing 
large numbers may be confusing because of the difficulty in 
associating the large number with the correct hybrid. An­
other system is the use of the variety name, or an abbrevia­
tion of it, plus the word “cross” denoting the variety from 
which the inbred or inbreds were derived, such as Whipcross 
C6.2. In this case the inbreds C6 and C2 (Connecticut in­
breds) were derived from Whipples Yellow, and the hybrid is 
a single-cross hybrid of the two inbreds. Spancross C2 is a 
top-cross hybrid using Spanish Gold variety as one parent and 
Connecticut inbred C2 as the other parent.
The Vegetable Crops Subsection of the Iowa Agricultural 
Experiment Station has adapted, at least for the time being, 
the following system. All sweet corn hybrids bear the prefix 
“Io.” If it is a Country Gentleman type hybrid, the hybrid 
will bear the prefix Iogent plus a serial number, as there are 
several Iogent hybrids. Evergreen hybrids will bear the pre­
fix Iogreen plus a serial number to distinguish the various 
Evergreen hybrids introduced. The golden hybrids will bear 
the prefix Iogold plus a serial number or letter as Iogold 4 
or Iogold A. If the hybrid is a combination of inbreds, 
one of which is from a source other than the Iowa Station, a 
symbol such as Ioana or Ioglen will be used. Ioana is a com-
12
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bination of Iowa inbred 45 and IP39, a strain of inbred 39 
from Purdue. Ioglen is a combination of Iowa inbred 45 
and Purdue inbred 51. (Glen is derived from Glenn Smith of 
Purdue.)
Top crosses (variety-inbred crosses) and single crosses 
have been used generally for the production of sweet corn 
hybrids, although three-way and double crosses have been 
used to a limited extent. The following definitions may 
clarify the various terms for the reader.
1. Single cross—the first generation of a cross of two inbred 
strains. Iogent 12 is an example of a single-cross hy­
brid. Inbred 1612 is used as the ear parent and inbred 
1445 as the tassel parent. The tassels of the 1612 plants 
are removed before shedding pollen. The pollen from 
the 1445 plants pollinate the silks of the 1612 plants. 
Seed is saved from the 1612 plants only. When this seed 
is planted, it produces a single-cross hybrid known as 
Iogent 12.
2. Three-way cross—a cross between a first-generation single 
cross used as the seed parent with a third inbred line 
used as the pollen parent. If Iogent 12, which is a first- 
generation cross of 1612 x 1445, is planted as the ear par­
ent and inbred 900 is planted as the pollen parent and 
Iogent 12 detasseled, the resulting cross is known as a 
three-way cross or hybrid.
3. Double-cross—a cross between two first-generation single 
crosses. In this way four inbred strains are brought to­
gether by three crossings in 2 years as follows: The first 
year, inbred A is crossed with inbred B, and inbred C is 
crossed with inbred D. The next year the single cross 
A x B is crossed with C x D to produce the double-cross 
seed (AxB) x (CxD). A double cross produced in this 
way may be no less productive than either parent but 
may not produce quite as uniformly mature ears at the 
canning stage. However, the quality of seed is better.
4. Top cross—a more descriptive name is variety-inbred 
cross, since the hybrid seed is the result of a cross be­
tween an open-pollinated variety and an inbred. The 
variety is used as the seed parent usually, but the inbred
13
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may be used as seed parent and the variety as the tassel 
parent. Either way the cross is made the hybrid is known 
as top cross. When the variety is used as the male par­
ent, its seed may be harvested and sold as regular open- 
pollinated corn.
Having obtained a good hybrid through a combination of 
inbreds, it is necessary to make the cross each time for seed 
purposes if the value from using hybrid strains is to be se­
cured. Uniformity, vigor and productiveness resulting from 
crossing inbred strains are present only the first time grown. 
If seed is saved from these hybrid plants, the second gener­
ation will fall off in yield from 10 to 20 percent, and much 
of the uniformity and vigor, so marked in the first genera­
tion, is lost in the second generation.
T A B L E  2 R E L A T IV E  P L A N T IN G  D A T E OF TH E TWO P A R E N T S FOR  
T H E  PRODUCTION OF T H E  V E G E TA B LE CROPS SUBSECTION SW EET
CORN H Y BR ID S.
Hybrid Seed parent P ollen  parent
R elative  
planting date
Ioana IP39 45 Both sam e tim eIogold A 60 45 Both sam e tim eIogold 4 1804 45 Seed parent 20 
days lateIoglen P51 45 Both sam e tim elogen t 27 1445 1627 Seed parent 7-10 
d ays earlylo g en t 12 1445 1612 Both sam e tim eIogreen 91 12E 191 Seed parent 7 
d ays early
OTHER H Y B R ID S A D A PT E D  TO IOW A
Top-cross Sunshine P39 Sunshine P39 Seed parent 14-18 
days lateTop-cross Bantam  P39 Golden Bantam P39 Seed parent 14 
d ays la teGolden Cross P39 P51 Both sam e tim e
DESCRIPTION OF HYBRIDS
Only those hybrids are described which have proved to be 
adapted to Iowa conditions and of which seed is or has been 
available 1 year or more. Many commercial and experi­
mental hybrids have been grown at Ames during the past 8 
years. Some were developed by commercial growers and 
some by public agencies ; those submitted by the former far 
exceeded those submitted for test by the latter. Only those 
of merit because of superior yield and/or quality are de­
scribed.
Many new experimental hybrids from other experiment 
stations and commercial agencies are submitted to the Vege-
14
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table Crops Subsection for test each year. Likewise the 
number of experimental hybrids developed by the Vegetable 
Crops Subsection each year is large. All experimental hy­
brids, regardless of source, are planted for observation the 
first year and no replicated yield tests are made. Even 
though their yield may be satisfactory, many of these new 
hybrids have characters which are undesirable from a com­
mercial standpoint. Also, if they have no advantages over 
commercial hybrids already in use, there is little need for 
further testing and introduction. Those showing promise 
are adequately tested for 2 or 3 years before introduced or 
recommended.
Stewart’s disease (bacterial wilt) as a rule does not mani­
fest itself at Ames until very late in the season, if at all, on 
susceptible hybrids. In 1939, the disease manifested itself 
about the milk stage on the following strains tested: Sun­
shine, Sunshine x P39, Sunshine x 1804, 1804 x 2008, 1804 
x 2028, Early Bancross, Gencross C13, Earligold, Seneca 
Golden, Seneca 60, Golden Bantam x 1823 (Mich.), 1825 x 
1823 (Mich.) and 1820 x 1823 (Mich.). Sunshine or Sun­
shine inbred hybrids such as those involving Iowa 1804 had 
yields reduced, whereas the others were not affected seriously 
enough to prevent full development of the ears at the can­
ning stage.
ARISTOGOLD BANTAM (ML1 x P51)
This is a single-cross hybrid originated by Dr. Stuart N. 
Smith of the Michael-Leonard Seed Company of Sioux City, 
Iowa. It was introduced to the trade in 1937. Inbreds P51 
and ML1 are used; the latter inbred was developed by Dr. 
Smith. This hybrid was given honorable mention in the 1938 
All-American seed trials, proving its wide adaptation.
Plants are 6-7 feet tall bearing ears 2i/2-3 feet from the 
ground ; matures 5 days later than Golden Cross ; tillers, 0-1, 
average small ; silks, green ; anthers, amber. Ears, 8-9 inches 
long, medium to large diameter; husks, tightly wrapped ex­
tending 2 inches beyond the ear; kernels, medium breadth 
and depth, creamy yellow in color.
In 1939, in Southwest Iowa, where rainfall during the 
growing season was short, this variety out-yielded Golden
15
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Fig. 4. This hybrid is 2 to 4 days later than Golden Cross Bantam 
and 7 to 10 days later than the variety Golden Bantam.
Cross and Ioana, according to reports from the Otoe Food 
Products Company of Hamburg, Iowa.
IOGOLD 4 (1804 x 45)
This is an early golden single-cross hybrid. The inbreds 
used for this cross are 1804, a 12-row Sunshine inbred, and 
inbred 45. The hybrid matures as early as Golden Bantam, 
but the ear is much larger, 12-14 rowed. The plant is 
vigorous but has rather shallow kernels. It appears most 
promising on sandy soils. Grown on Buckner sand in the 
Muscatine Island district of Iowa, it is the most rugged of 
all the early Golden hybrids tested. It is distinctly an early 
market type sweet corn, as the kernels are too shallow for 
canner’s use. This hybrid has two disadvantages for the pro­
duction of the seed: 1. The differential planting date of nearly 
3 weeks between the inbred parents and 2. the susceptibility 
of Sunshine inbred 1804 to Stewart’s disease. The hybrid 
is fairly resistant to this disease.
16
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Ears are medium high, averaging 2 feet, with medium 
shanks; husks, loosely wrapped extending 1-2 inches beyond 
the ear. Ears, cylindrical to slightly tapered, small cob; 
kernels, medium broad, shallow, yellow in color. Plants are 
5-6 feet in height; 1 tiller per plant; silks, predominately 
green; anthers, reddish brown.
IOANA (IP39 x 145)
This single-cross hybrid was produced at the Iowa Station 
using a Bantam Evergreen inbred 45 and a strain of P39 
selected at the Iowa Station and numbered IP39. The stalks 
of the latter inbred are shorter by 6 inches than P39 and 
somewhat more resistant to corn-ear worm. Inbred P39 
rather than IP39 produces a hybrid similar in all respects in 
combination with inbred 45. The cross was first made in 
1934, released for trial for several years and produced com­
mercially in 1938 by the Michael-Leonard Seed Company; 
Northrup, King & Company, and Associated Seed Growers. 
It was entered in the 1938 All-American trials by the As­
sociated Growers and was awarded a bronze medal suggest­
ing its wide adaptability. At Ames it is 2-3 days later than 
Golden Cross, about 1 foot taller and slightly freer of suckers. 
The kernel is not as broad or thick as the Golden Cross 
kernel. The row number is 12-16 with 90 percent 12-14 
rowed ears. Enzie2 sums up its performance in New York 
(Geneva) tests as follows: “It was the highest yielder in the 
1938 tests, having produced better than 6 tons per acre, 
thereby exceeding the yield of Golden Cross by 1,400 pounds. 
It appears to be of considerable promise as a canning variety 
from the standpoint of texture, flavor and size of kernel, 
although the light color may be objectionable to some. It 
was given a quality rating of ‘good’ both as a whole kernel 
canned corn and when frozen on the ear.” In the report of the 
Maryland Canning Crops Conference, Rothgeb reported as 
follows with regard to Ioana: “Probably the most serious 
competitor of Golden Cross in this group is Ioana. Over a 
period of 3 years at the Maryland Station it was decidedly 
more productive, had less huck and cull loss, fewer dy-
2 Enzie, W  D. Y ellow  sw eet corn hybrids for N ew  York. N ew  York Agr. 
Exp. Sta.,' Bui. 686. 1939.
17
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It is 10 to 14 days earlier than most open-pollinated Narrow-grain 
Evergreen varieties.
18
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ing plants, and has produced somewhat larger ears. In 
maturity period and plant height it has not shown much 
difference.” It was rated slightly inferior to Golden Cross 
in flavor.
The plants are tall, vigorous, averaging 7 feet in height, 
relatively few tillers; silks, red; anthers, red. Ears are 
relatively high, about 32 inches from the ground; shanks, 
short, very uniform; husks, tight and extend 2-3 inches be­
yond the tip; ears, cylindrical; rows of kernels vary from 
12-16 with 14 predominating; kernels moderately narrow, 
medium depth, light yellow in color. The hybrid is some­
what resistant to smut and Stewart’s disease and fairly free 
from corn-ear worm.
IOGOLD A (60 x 45)
This hybrid, originated at the Iowa Station by the author, 
is highly resistant to corn-ear worm. It is a single-cross hy­
brid between inbreds 60 and 45. The hybrid tillers more 
freely than Ioana, but in other respects the plant type is 
similar. The ears of Iogold A are a little shorter and smaller 
in diameter and the kernels slightly lighter in color than 
Ioana. It appears to be somewhat more resistant to corn- 
ear worm than Ioglen. No further description need be given, 
since it is similar to Ioana with the exceptions mentioned 
above.
IOGLEN (P51 x 145)
This hybrid, originated at the Iowa Station by the author, 
is primarily for use in the South because of its resistance to 
corn-ear worm. It is a single-cross hybrid of Indiana in- 
bred P51 and Iowa inbred 45. The name is a combination 
of Iowa and Glenn Smith, United States Department of Agri­
culture sweet corn breeder at Purdue. The cross was first 
made in 1934 and tested for 2 years by Leslie Hawthorne at 
the Winterhaven, Tex., Substation and for 2 years by W. B. 
Cook, Agricultural Agent for the Missouri Pacific Railroad, 
at Houston, Tex. It had less corn-ear worm damage per ear 
than any other variety or hybrid tested except those orig­
inated in Texas by P. C. Mangelsdorf who obtained ear worm 
resistance by crossing Mexican June and Surcropper with
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Fig. 6. Upper left is Whipple’s Yellow, an open-pollinated variety 
of the same maturity. Upper right is Ioana. Lower left is Golden 
Cross Bantam, and lower right is Kingscrost K10, an 8-row Golden 
Bantam hybrid for the market and home garden.
Country Gentleman and continued backcrossing to the former. 
However, the quality is superior to the Texas hybrids. It 
is inferior to and lighter in color than Golden Cross and 4 days 
later. To date its use should be confined to areas where 
corn-ear worm is serious, as in the South.
Plants are vigorous, averaging 6 feet in height; tillers, 1-2 
per plant; silks and bracts, red. The ears are medium 
high, shanks, short; moderately long ears with tight husks 
extending 3 inches beyond the tips. Rows, 8-12 with con­
siderable irregular rowing; kernels, medium depth and width; 
color, light yellow.
TENDERGOLD (TOP-CROSS SUNSHINE P39) 
Originated by the author at the Iowa Station in 1930 and 
sent out for trial in 1931. It was introduced to the trade by 
the Michael-Leonard Seed Company under the trade name 
Tendergold. The variety Sunshine (Golden Sunshine) is 
crossed with the inbred P39. It is 5-7 days earlier than 
Golden Cross, of good quality and color, but lacks the extreme 
uniformity of a good single cross. Since the variety tassels
20
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and silks 2 weeks or more earlier than the inbred when 
planted on the same date, differentiation of the planting dates 
is necessary to produce the seed commercially. This is not 
very reliable, and a poor “set” of seed frequently occurs due 
to shedding of pollen in the male parent, previous to silking 
in the female parent.
Plants are medium in height with medium heavy stalks; 
silks, predominately green; anthers, reddish brown; tillers, 1 
per plant. Ears are 2-2 feet above the ground with me­
dium shanks; husks, loosely wrapped extending well beyond 
the ear; cylindrical; row number predominately 12-14; ker­
nels, medium in depth and width; color, orange-yellow; very 
tender and of good quality.
MINHYBRID 202
This is a single-cross hybrid developed by the Minnesota 
Agricultural Experiment Station. It is a combination of 
Golden Bantam inbreds 38 and 42 which was released for 
trial in 1932 and to the seed trade in 1934. It is one of the 
few 8-rowed yellow hybrids. Stalks are slender in compari­
son with later maturing hybrids. At Ames it grows 5-6 feet 
tall, tillers profusely, averaging 2-3 per plant; matures 7-8 
days earlier than Golden Cross Bantam. The ears are about 
6-7 inches long, very slender with extremely small cob. De­
sirable for whole-ear pack only. The hybrid is not suffi­
ciently vigorous to withstand prolonged periods of heat and 
drouth.
Plants are medium in height, averaging 5-6 feet, slender; 
silks, predominately green; anther color variable but pre­
dominately yellow; tillers, numerous and tall. Ears short, 
some large suckers mature ears, born close to ground—2 feet 
or less, 5-6 inches in length; husks, long and fairly tight; 90 
percent of ears are 8-rowed; kernels, broad, of medium depth, 
orange in color; fine quality.
Minhybrid 201 (77 x 78) is similar in all respects except 
that it is 2-3 days later.
GOLDEN CROSS (GOLDEN CROSS BANTAM) (P39 x P51)
This hybrid was developed by Glenn M. Smith and intro­
duced jointly by the United States Department of Agriculture 
and Purdue University Agricultural Experiment Station. At
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the present time, over one-half of the acreage of the yellow 
sweet corn grown in the United States for canning is planted 
to this hybrid. Golden Cross was released for trial in 1928 
and introduced to the trade in 1933 by several seed firms. 
In producing this hybrid, P39 is used as the seed parent and 
P51 as the pollen parent, as P39 is a good yielding inbred, 
suckers very little and is quite resistant to smut. On the 
other hand, P51 tillers freely and produces abundant pollen. 
The latter is an 8-rowed inbred while P39 is a 10-14 rowed 
inbred. The hybrid has wide adaptation, being grown suc­
cessfully throughout the northern states wherever sweet 
corn can be grown.
Plants have vigorous stalks, 6-7 feet high with broad, light 
green, vigorous leaves; silks, bracts and anthers, red; tillers, 
0-1 per plant, depending on the season; maturity, 80 days 
at Ames. Ear height, 24-30 inches from the ground, shanks 
short, husks loosely wrapped, extending well beyond the ear; 
ears, slightly tapered 6-8 inches long, 8-14 rowed with 12- 
rowed predominating. Kernels, medium, broad and deep and 
of attractive orange-yellow color.
This is the most popular sweet corn hybrid today. While 
Redgreen, introduced in 1924, and Crosgreen, in 1926, by the 
Connecticut Station, were no doubt the first high-quality 
hybrids introduced to the trade, they lacked wide geograph­
ical adaptation, and it remained for the advent of Golden 
Cross, with its wide adaptability, uniformity, quality and 
resistance to Stewart’s disease, to make the sweet corn can- 
ners of the country “hybrid conscious.”
INDIGOLD (P14 x P51)
A single-cross hybrid originated by Glenn Smith at Pur­
due. It was released to the seed trade in 1938. At Ames 
it is of about the same season as Golden Cross. It is more 
vigorous than Golden Cross but about the same height. The 
ears are borne higher on the plant, but plants, ears and most 
characters are less uniform than Golden Cross. The quality 
is slightly poorer. Although it may yield a little more than 
Golden Cross, Iowa canners are advised to plant the latter.
The plants are 6-7 feet in height; leaves, dark green; silks 
red; tassels with red bracts and reddish yellow anthers; 
ears 30 inches from the ground, moderately long, slender,
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10-12 rowed; kernels, broad, medium depth, yellow in color. 
Since it matures about the same time as Golden Cross but 
lacks its uniformity and quality, the latter is a more de­
sirable hybrid.
PURGOLD (P39 x P14)
This hybrid, released to the seed trade in 1938, was orig­
inated by Glenn Smith at Purdue. It is similar to Golden 
Cross but does not have as good quality, lacks the uniformity  ^
and has more tillers. At Ames it matures about 3 days 
later.
Plants are 6-7 feet tall; silks, yellowish green; anthers, yel­
low; tillers, average 2 per plant; ears 30-33 inches from the 
ground; shanks short; husks medium in length, well wrap­
ped; ears, somewhat tapered; 10-14 rows of kernels but 
predominately 12 rowed; kernels, medium in width and 
depth, yellow in color.
The quality is slightly inferior and the season of matur­
ity too close to Golden Cross to plant this hybrid in prefer­
ence to the latter in Iowa.
EARLY BANCROSS P39
This was considered the eastern hybrid best adapted to 
central Iowa conditions until 1939 when Stewart’s disease 
attacked it. It is a top cross produced by crossing Harris 
Extra Early Bantam with inbred P39. It was introduced bjr 
F. H. Woodruff and Sons of Milford, Conn., in 1935. It ma­
tures a week earlier than Golden Cross, and is shorter. De­
veloped for the market garden trade, the quality is equal to 
that of Golden Cross.
Plants are medium in height; tillers, average 1 per plant; 
silks, green; bracts and anthers, predominately red. Ears 
vary in height from ground, 2-21/2 feet; husked ears, short 
to medium long; ears, 8-12 rowed, 10-row predominating; 
kernels, medium to broad in width and depth. It is more 
uniform than Golden Bantam but, characteristic of most top 
crosses, is less uniform than most single-cross hybrids.
SENECA “60”
Robson Seed Farms, Hall, N. Y., introduced this hybrid 
in 1937. It is described here because it was the earliest hy­
brid tested. It has some possibilities for home and mar-
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3cet purposes where Stewart’s disease is not prevalent, but 
is not a canner’s hybrid because of short stalks, low ears and 
poor yield.
An inbred line of Spanish Gold and an inbred line of Extra 
Early Bantam is used to produce the hybrid. At Ames it 
reached the edible stage in 61 days. It grows very short 
tillers and lacks vigor in comparison with later maturing 
hybrids. It is 4-6 days earlier than Sunshine and a week 
earlier than Golden Bantam, which are commonly used in 
Iowa for early corn. The ears are smaller than Sunshine, 
but average larger in size than Golden Bantam. Many of the 
ears are irregularly rowed.
Plants are short, about 4 feet; silks, variable in color, red 
predominating; anthers, red; 1-2 small tillers per plant. Ears 
are very low, 20 inches from the ground; shanks, short; 
husks, moderately long and loosely wrapped; ears, short 5-6 
inches, tapered toward the tip; predominately 8-10 rowed, 
hut many ears irregular in arrangement; kernels, shallow, 
medium broad, good yellow color; slightly susceptible to 
Stewart’s disease at Ames in 1939.
KINGSCROST E-5
This hybrid was introduced in 1936 by Northrup, King & 
Company, Minneapolis, Minn. It is a cross between two 
golden inbreds derived from Golden Bantam, though one is 
an 8-row and the other a 12-row inbred. It is about 3 days 
earlier than Golden Cross Bantam, maturing at Ames in 
about 77 days. It is used for canning whole-grain style. 
In 1938, the ears contained kernels of several shades of 
yellow which were particularly noticeable in the whole-grain 
pack but not noticeable in cream-style packs. In 1939, these 
variable shades of yellow were not so noticeable. The plant 
is slightly shorter than Golden Cross, with ears borne slightly 
lower. The husked ears are shorter, and the husks not so 
tight as on Golden Cross. It is very free from smut. At 
Ames in 1938, it produced the highest acre tonnage of snap­
ped ears of any golden hybrid of its season.
Plants are medium size, average 6 feet; tillers, about 1 
per plant; silks, green; anthers, greenish yellow; moderately 
vigorous stalks. Ears are borne about 30 inches from the 
ground; shanks, medium to short in length; husks, fairly
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tight, extending about 2 inches 
beyond the tip of the ear; 
length, 6-7 inches, slightly ta­
pering; 10-14 rows, the ma­
jority of the ears having 12 or 
14 rows of kernels ; kernels me­
dium depth and width; color, 
variable, shades from light yel­
low to orange. In 1939, at 
Ames, it was free of any indi­
cations of Stewart’s disease.
KINGCROST J-9
This is a companion hybrid 
to Kingscrost E-5, developed 
largely for whole-ear pack. 
This single cross, introduced in 
1936 by Northrup, King & 
Company, is composed of an 
8-row and 12-row Golden Ban­
tam inbred. Maturity at Ames 
is about the same as Kingscrost 
E-5, perhaps 1-2 days later. 
Kernels are shallow and lighter 
in color than Golden Cross. 
Quality is fair.
Plants average 6 feet; stalks, 
slender; silks, green; anthers, 
red; suckers, 1-2 per plant.
Ears are 30-33 inches from the pig. y Kingscrost J-9. A golden 
ground; shanks, moderately hybrid desirable for whole-ear 
long; husks, long and tight, ex- pack’ canned corn- 
tending 4 or more inches beyond the tip of the ear. Ears, 
short to medium in length, averaging about 6 inches, some­
what tapered; kernels, 8-12 rows with 10-row predominating, 
narrow, shallow and light in color.
SOO-BRED BANTAM
This is a three-way cross, originated at the Iowa Station 
by the author, using Golden Cross as the female parent and
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Fig. 8. This hybrid is 10 to 14 days later than open-pollinated strains 
of Country Gentleman.
Iowa inbred 51 as the pollen parent and introduced by the 
Michael-Leonard Seed Company under the trade name Soo- 
Bred Bantam. The maturity is the same as Golden Cross, 
but it has somewhat larger ears and is not quite as uniform. 
The only advantage over Golden Cross is in seed production, 
since the Golden Cross used as the seed parent produces more 
seed of larger and more uniform size than can be obtained 
where an inbred is used as the female parent.
Plants are vigorous; stalks, 6-7 feet high; leaves, medium 
green; silks, bracts and anthers, variable with red predom­
inating ; tillers, 0-1 per plant depending on the season. Ears 
are 30 inches from the ground; shanks, medium long, moder­
ately tight, extending well beyond the ears; ears, somewhat 
tapered, 6-8 inches long; 8-16 rowed with 12-14 predominat­
ing; kernels, medium broad and deep; color, yellow.
IOGENT 27 (1627 x 1445)
A single-cross Country Gentleman hybrid originated at 
the Iowa Station by the author in 1933, sent out for trial
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in 1935-36 and introduced to the trade by Michael-Leonard 
Seed Company in 1937. It is a very vigorous, tall hybrid 
with broad, dark green leaves and pearly white corn when 
canned whole-kernel. It is 7-10 days later than open-pol­
linated Country Gentleman. It has been tested at the Wis­
consin, Maryland and Ohio Stations with favorable results. 
In canning tests at Wisconsin, the canned product was whiter 
than any other hybrid or variety tested. At the Roland, 
Iowa, factory of the Marshall Canning Company it averaged 
5 tons of snapped ears per acre in a 5-acre trial in 1938. It 
averaged 6 percent more cut corn per ton than open-pollinated 
Country Gentleman at the Associated Seed Growers trial at 
Whiteland, Ind., in 1938.
Plants are very tall, 7%-8 feet; leaves, broad; tillers, 1 
per plant ; silks, brilliant red ; anthers, greenish yellow. Ears 
are large, 8 inches long, cylindrical or slightly tapered ; husks, 
long and moderately tight; slight rowing discernable; ker­
nels very narrow and deep.
Fig. 9. This hybrid is 7 to 10 days later than open-pollinated strains 
of Country Gentleman.
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IOGENT 12 (1612 x 1445)
This is a companion hybrid to Iogent 27 originated at the 
Iowa Station by the author in 1933, sent out for trial in 1935- 
36 and introduced to the trade by the Michael-Leonard Seed 
Company. It is a very vigorous, tall, dark green hybrid, 
practically free of suckers. It is 3-5 days later than Iogent 
27 and nearly 2 weeks later than most strains of the Coun­
try Gentleman variety. It averaged 5 tons of snapped ears 
per acre on 5 acres at Roland, Iowa, in 1938. At Whiteland, 
Ind., in 1938, it produced 1 percent more cut corn per ton than 
Iogent 27 and 7 percent jnore than open-pollinated Country 
Gentleman. In the canning tests at Wisconsin in 1938 and 
1939, the whole-kernel pack was not quite as pearly white as 
Iogent 27 but much whiter than open-pollinated strains. 
Inbred 1612 is better than 1627, being more vigorous, more 
drouth-resistant and having no suckers. This hybrid is a 
little sweeter than Iogent 27. Acre yields in 1938 and 1939 
at Ames were about a ton less than Iogent 27.
Plants are tall, about 8 feet on good soil; practically suck- 
«rless; dark green leaves; silks, green; anthers, yellow or 
amber. Ears, large and long, 7^ -8  inches; cylindrical with 
slight taper; shanks, medium; husks, moderately tight and 
ear well covered; narrow deep kernels; quite smut resistant.
ILLINOIS 8 x 6
This is a single-cross Country Gentleman hybrid, originated 
by W. A. Huelson of the Illinois Agricultural Experiment 
Station. A distinguishing character is the lopping over of 
the tassel prior to emergence. Although not as vigorous as 
the Iowa Country Gentleman hybrids, the percentage of cut 
eorn per ton of snapped ears is slightly higher.
Plants average 7 feet in height; silks, red; anthers, pre­
dominately red; suckers average 1 per plant. Ears, 7-8 inches 
long, with no rowing in evidence; the husks are moderately 
tight extending 2 inches beyond the tip of the ear; kernels, 
narrow, deep and white; quality, good.
SILVER CROSS BANTAM NO. 1
This is a white sweet corn hybrid developed by Stuart 
Smith of the Michael-Leonard Seed Company and introduced
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Fig. 10. Silvercross Bantam No. 1. A high-quality white hybrid, 
maturing about the same time as Golden Cross Bantam. Tips of the 
ears are well covered with husks.
by them in 1938. The two white inbreds used are similar 
in most characters to P39 and P51, except color of endosperm. 
The inbreds were developed by crossing P39 and P51 with 
white sweet corn inbreds and back-crossing to the golden in­
breds. The white inbred similar to P51 differs in that it bears 
10-12 rowed ears but shape of kernel is similar. The maturity 
averages 2 days later than Golden Cross.
Plants are 7 feet in height; practically free of suckers; 
silks, green; anthers, amber-yellow. The ears are the same 
as Golden Cross in length, diameter and husk covering, but 
the row number is fairly constant, 12-14 rowed. It is a white 
hybrid developed for whole-grain pack. The quality is equal 
to or better than any other straight-rowed white hybrid 
tested, but yields less than late white Evergreen. For high- 
quality white corn of its season it is unsurpassed.
SILVER CROSS BANTAM 52-B
This single-cross hybrid probably will be given the name 
Early Evergreen hybrid to prevent confusion of its present
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name with Silver Cross Bantam No. 1. It was developed by- 
Stuart Smith of the Michael-Leonard Seed Company and 
released in 1938. Its origin is identical with that of Silver 
Cross Bantam No. 1. The chief difference between the two 
is the higher row number, 14-16 rows, and slightly narrower 
kernels in this hybrid, because both inbreds are 12-rowed. 
It was developed primarily for cream-style packs, but is satis­
factory for whole-grain packs as well.
EFFECT OF PLANTING DATE ON YIELD
In table 3 yields of snapped corn from hybrids planted at 
weekly intervals from approximately May 1 for 7 weeks are 
given. Each hybrid at each planting date was planted in 
10 replications of 20 hills each in randomized blocks. No
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definite conclusions can be made, since yields varied for dif­
ferent years.
Golden Cross Bantam was planted every year. In 1937, 
the yield was about the same, at least no highly significant 
differences occurred, irrespective of planting date. In 1938, 
the first planting produced the least, but no differences were 
apparent, with one exception (May 31), in the other plant­
ings. In 1939, this hybrid produced significantly less corn 
when planted on June 13 than when planted May 9,16 and 30.
Iogent 12 was planted every year, and the last two or three 
plantings of this hybrid produced less corn than the early 
plantings. This is a late-maturing hybrid, and midsummer 
heat and drouth were responsible for the reduction in yield 
of late plantings. Disease may be more prevalent at one 
time than another, or the plants may be more susceptible at 
one time than another. Evergreen 12E x 1248 hybrid had 
more ears infected with smut in late than in early plantings. 
Such an experiment planted over a longer period of years 
might show more consistent results than are presented here 
for 3 years.
YIELD OF IOWA HYBRIDS
A comparison of hybrids originated by the Vegetable Crops 
Subsection with other outstanding hybrids used widely in the 
Corn Belt is given in table 4. These were planted in 10 
replications in randomized blocks with 20 hills per plot. In 
1938, the Iowa golden hybrids were equal in yield or better 
than other hybrids tested. The Country Gentleman hybrids 
were better than open-pollinated Country Gentleman, and 
Iogent 27 yielded more than any other white hybrid grown. 
In 1939, Aristogold Bantam B yielded more corn than any 
other yellow hybrid grown, but it had some disadvantages, 
such as poorly filled tips and poorer quality. Iogent 27 and 
Evergreen hybrid 22g x 1071 produced more corn than any 
other white strains tested with the exception of Silver Cross 
Bantam No. 1. Since most of the hybrids will yield more 
than open-pollinated strains, other characters must be con­
sidered in choosing a hybrid. For the canner, the finished 
product in the can is the best basis for judging the hybrid. 
Many canners prefer to run their own canning tests, but re-
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T A B LE 4. Y IE L D  A N D  D A T E TO CANNING  STAGE OF IOW A STATION  
SW EET CORN H Y B R ID S A N D  W ID E L Y  PL A N T E D  H Y B R ID S  
ORIG INATED EL SE W H E R E .
1938___________ j_________ 1939
Tons per 
acre
D ays to  
canning sta g e
Tons per 
acre
D ays to  
canning stage
Golden stra in s
Ioana* 4.70 80 4.78 78Iogold  4* 4.44 74 3.98 72Iogold 13* 4.12 80
Iogold  A* 4.51 80 4.61 79Golden Cross Bantam 4.09 76 3.39 75K in gscrost E5 4.15 76 3.26 75Spa neross C2 2.56 72
A ristogold  B 5.92** 80Golden Bantam 2.80 74 2.55 72
L east significant difference 0.66 0.70
WhP.e stra in s
lo g en t 27* 5.15 89 5.44 87
lo g en t 12* 4.42 91 4.54 90
Illin o is 8 x 6 3.89 81 4.08 80
Country G entlem an-Illinois 3.90 83 3.58 83
Country G entlem an-Iowa 3.61 83 3.45 83
Iogreen 91.48* 5.03 79 4.82 78
N arrow -grain E vergreen 4.86 82 4.44 80
S ilver C ross Bantam  No. 1 5.13 80
E vergreen  22g x  1071* 5.86 91
L east sign ificant difference 0.69 0.64
* Iow a Station  sw eet corn hybrids  
**Tips o f  ears not w ell filled
liable information may be obtained from the Wisconsin can­
ning tests. The Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station, 
cooperating with the American Can Company, The Wiscon­
sin Canners Association and the Columbus Food Products 
Corporation, is conducting extensive canning trials at Co­
lumbus, Wis., with practically all of the commercial hybrids 
available. The New York Agricultural Experiment Station, 
in cooperation with the American Can Company, is conduct­
ing similar tests in the East.
PERFORMANCE OF HYBRID SEED SOLD TO CANNERS
IN 1939
In 1939, a limited number of samples of hybrid seed sold 
to the Iowa canners was tested for yield. Pound samples 
were sent to the Vegetable Crops Subsection voluntarily by 
those who wished to have an accurate comparison made of 
their seed stocks with those of other canners and seedsmen. 
Uniformity of maturity, using silking period as an index; 
uniformity of ear size, using variation in row number as an 
index; and off-type plants and ears were calculated as meas­
ures of the degree of contamination or purity of seed. The 
hybrids were planted in randomized blocks using 20 hills
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TA B LE 5. E X T E N T  OB SIL K  EM ERGENCE AN D  Y IELD  OP GOLDEN H Y B R ID  STR A IN S SOLD TO C ANNERS IN
IOW A FOR 1939 PLANTING .
Golden stra in s Canner Seed com pany
T otal days  
silk
em ergence
P ercent p lants  
silked  in  
7 days*
Tons
snapped corn 
per acre**
2. Golden Cross Otoe Food Products Co. A ssocia ted  Seed G rowers 11 84 5.35
3. Golden Cross M arshall Canning Co. Northrup, K ing 13 75 4.94
4. Golden Cross A Iow a Canning Co. Own seed 11 82 5.48
5. Golden Cross B Iow a Canning Co. Own seed 10 82 4.87
6. Golden Cross G rim es Canning Co; F. H. W oodruff 11 79 5.14
7. Golden Cross G rim es Canning Co. F. H. W oodruff 11 73 4.97
8. Tendergold Otoe Food Products Co. M ichael-Leonard 9 88 5.06
9. Golden Cross M arshall Canning Co. R ogers B rothers 11 81 4.92
10. Golden Cross M arshall Canning Co. Jacques 11 79 5.44
11. Golden Cross V egetab le Crops Subsec. Farm ers H ybrid Corn Co. .10 78 4.92
12. Golden Cross M arshall Canning Co. F. H. W oodruff 11 76 4.76
13. Indigold Otoe Food Products Co. A ssocia ted  Seed G rowers 13 76 5.41
14. A ristogold Otoe Food Products Co. M ichael-Leonard 13 78 6.17
25. Top-cross M aine B antam Otoe Food Products Co. A ssocia ted  Seed Growers 10 84 4.88
* L east sign ificant difference =  10.9 percent 
** L east sign ificant difference =  0.83 tons
TA B LE 6. E X T E N T  OF SIL K  EM ERGENCE A N D  Y IE L D  OF W H IT E  H Y B R ID  ST R A IN S SOLD TO CANNERS IN  IOWA
FOR 1939 PLANTING'.
W hite strains Canner Seed Company
T otal days  
silk
em ergence
P ercent p lants 
silked  in 
7 days*
Tons
snapped corn 
per acre**
15. 848 x  12E Iow a Canning Co. Own seed 11 85 5.05
16. N. G. H ybrid G rim es Canning Co. F. H. W oodruff 13 66 5.37
17. Country Gentlem an  
H ybrid G rim es Canning Co. F. H. W oodruff 12 74 4.29
18. I llin o is 6 x 8 A m es Canning Co. Cornelli 12 84 3.71
19. Illin o is 8 x 6 A m es Canning Co. V aughan’s 11 8 8 3.91
20. Iogent 27 M arshall Canning Co. V egetab le Crops 9 90 5.17
* L e a st  significant difference = 1 5 .0  percent 
** L east sign ificant difference =  1.2 tons
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per plot with 10 replications. The seed was planted at the 
rate of five seeds per hill and then thinned to three plants per 
hill when the plants were 4-6 inches tall. To check uniformity 
of maturity, when the silks emerged from the ear, the ear 
was tagged and the number of ears silking, recorded daily. 
Since there were a few stragglers in every hybrid, the per­
centage of plants which had silked in a week was calculated 
also, and this is a better index of uniformity of ripening of 
ears than the total number of days from first to last plant 
silking. There are significant differences between hybrids 
in the percentage of silks emerging in a week. However, 
none could be classed as extremely poor, the range being 
from 88 to 73 percent. Yields of golden hybrids differ sig­
nificantly, but none can be singled out as poor. Results are 
presented in table 5.
In table 6 the data for white hybrid seed stocks sold in the 
state are presented. The Country Gentleman and Evergreen 
hybrids are grouped together. Only one hybrid could be 
classed as poor for uniformity of maturity, using percentage 
of plants silking in a week as an index. With the exception 
of Iogent 27, the Evergreen hybrids produced significantly 
more than the Country Gentleman hybrids.
COMPARISON OF UNIFORMITY OF ROW NUMBER
Uniformity of ear size is desired by the canner, since the 
machines for cutting corn from the cob work with greater 
efficiency on ears of the same size. Wide variation in ear 
size causes a considerable loss in cut corn per ton. Table 7 
presents the percentages of off-type ears and variation in 
row number. Country Gentleman hybrids are not included, 
since rowing is absent. Two strains of golden hybrids could 
be classed as highly variable in row number, 9 and 25. A 
greater percentage of variation was present in the two white 
Evergreen hybrids tested than in any of the goldens.
In conclusion, the hybrid seed sold in the state to the can- 
ners was all that could be expected. Most of the seedsmen 
are doing a good job of producing seed reasonably free of 
contamination, maintaining the productive qualities of the 
inbreds as evidenced by the hybrids and maintaining the 
type of plant and ear characters correct for the hybrid.
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T A B LE 7. PER C EN TA G E OP EA R S F A L L IN G  IN  EACH RO W  N U M B ER  OF H Y B R ID  STR A IN S SOLD TO C ANNERS IN
IOW A FOR 1939 PLANTING .
Strains Canner Seed com pany Off-type
P ercentage o f  ears 
classed  as
8 row 10 row 12 row2.
3 .
4 .
5.
6. 
7. 
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
Golden Cross
Golden Cross 
Golden Cross A 
Golden Cross B 
Golden Cross 
Golden Cross 
Golden Gross 
Golden Cross 
G'olden Cross
Golden Cross 
Indigoid
Otoe Food P roducts Co.
M arshall Canning Co. • 
Iow a.C anning Co.
Iow a Canning Co. 
G rim es Canning Co. 
G rim es Canning Co. 
M arshall Canning Co. 
M arshall Canning Co. 
V egetable Crops Subsec.
M arshall Canning Co. 
Otoe Food P roducts Co.
A ssocia ted  Seed  
G rowers 
Northrup, K ing  
Own seed  
Own seed  
F. H. W oodruff 
F. H. W oodruff 
R ogers Brothers 
Jacques
F arm ers H ybrid  
Corn Co.
F. H. W oodruff 
A ssociated  Seed  
G rowers
Trace
1
1
1
1
7 
.3
4
8
5
22
3
8
5
24
12
27
20
16
30
29
33
20
29
26
35
87
65 
77 
80 
61
66 
44 
77 
63
69
41
14. A ristogold Otoe Food P roducts Co. M ichael-Leonard 1 14 row 16 row 18 row
32 % 51 % IF*
8. Tendergold Otoe Food P roducts Co. Michael-Leonard Trace 12 row 14 row 16 row
78 % 15 % 7 %
25. Top-cross Maine 
Bantam
Otoe Food P roducts Co. A ssociated  Seed  
G rowers
Traqe 10 rownr % 12 row  59 % 14 or more row s 35“%
15. 848 x  12E* Iow a Canning Co. Own seed 12 14 row 16 18 row 20 or more row s
4 % 17 % 37 % 25 % 17 %
16. N. G. H ybrid* G rim es Canning Co. F. H. W oodruff 16 18 20 22 24 or m ore row s
16 % 26 % 27 % 16 % 15 %
W hite hybrids
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m a t s t  t t  8 N U M B ER  OF DAYS FROM TIM E OF P L A N T IN G  TO CAN-
STAGE FOR t h e  f o l l o w i n g  h y b r i d s  p l a n t e d  o n  d a t e s
K IN G  ST A af Nf£ c A T E D  AT TH E  TOP OF EACH COLUMN.
1937
H ybrid
M
ay
 3
M
ay
 1
0
M
ay
 1
7
M
ay
 2
4 CO
>>
CÓ
s
| 
Ju
ne
 7
1 
Ju
ne
 1
4
Golden Cross Bantam
K in gscrost J-9
Tendergold
191 x  1248
lo g e n t  12
12E x  1248
94
87
89
98
104
96
89
87
88 
94
102 
. 93
84
83
83
92
98
89
79
78
78
89
95
86
77 
74 
7 6 
87 
93 
84
74
75 
86 
92 
84
74
•74
86
90
84
1938
M inhybrid 202 
Golden Cross Bantam  
K ingscrost E5 
logen t 12 
191 x  1248 
12E x  1248
84
87
86
102
89
92
80 
84 
8.4 
99 
87 
1 90
71
80
77
94
83
86
70
73
73
88
81
84
67
72
69
84
78
80
67
71
67
84
77
80
6 6
70
67
84
77
79
1939
M inhybrid 202
Golden Cross B antam
Ioana
lo g en t 12
191 x  1248
1071 x  022g__________
78 71 71 67
81 -79 78 74
84 80 76 76
93 88 90 89
82 80 83
93 88 90 87
67 67 67
74 74 73
76 76 7 6
89 89 87
82 82 82
86 88 85
TIME TO MATURITY AS INFLUENCED BY PLANTING
DATE
It is customary to give a single definite period required to 
reach the edible stage for a sweet corn variety or hybrid. 
This time may vary considerably in two different localities 
or when different planting dates are made in the same lo­
cality. The results of a study made for 3 years on the effect 
of planting date on length of time to maturity for several 
hybrids are given in table 8. Hybrids planted the first week 
in May will require 12 to 18 days longer to reach the edible 
stage than the same hybrids planted 6 weeks later. Canners 
using a succession of planting dates of the same hybrid in 
order to obtain a continuous supply of corn during the can­
ning season should take this into consideration. Early plant­
ing dates should be spaced farther apart than plantings made 
in late May and early June, in order to obtain a normal sup­
ply of corn at the factory. Two plantings of the same hy­
brid planted May 1 and May 8 will not mature a week apart 
in late July or August. However, plantings made on June 1 
and June 8, respectively, will mature about a week apart.
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